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Blockchain

Blockchain is like an accounting book which stores all transactions (cryptographic proof, smart contract)

Blockchain is decentralized

Private key: your identity enables interaction with the blockchain

The private key is what grants a cryptocurrency user ownership of the funds on a given address

The Blockchain wallet automatically generates and stores private keys for you

The protection of user credentials /private key is essential



NFT
What is an NFT? What does NFT stand for?

Non-fungible token

“Non-fungible” means that it’s unique and can’t be replaced with 

something else

How do NFTs work?

At a very high level, most NFTs are part of the ETH

Ethereum blockchain

ETH - Ethereum is a cryptocurrency, like bitcoin 

The blockchain also keeps track of who’s holding and trading 

NFTs

NFTs as the basis for a digital consumer connection

brands used non-fungible tokens (NFTs) in their marketing mix

NFT is not just a jpg picture...



“Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are going 

mainstream in 2022. You can now show off 

your favorite NFTs as your Twitter or 

Reddit profile picture, with Facebook and 

Instagram soon to follow.“

“NFT sales hit $25 billion in 2021, but growth shows 

signs of slowing”

https://hbr.org/2021/11/how-nfts-create-value
https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/twitter-blue-fragments-folder/nft
https://techcrunch.com/2022/01/26/reddit-tests-allowing-users-to-set-any-nft-as-their-profile-picture-similar-to-twitter/
https://www.ft.com/content/2745d50b-36e4-4c0a-abe0-e93f035b0628


1. Adidas

2. Asics

3. Nike

4. Gucci

5. Louis Vuitton

6. Dolce & Gabbana

7. H&M

8. GAP

9. Ray-Ban

10. Clinique

11. Taco Bell

12. Mattel’s Hot Wheels

13. Coca-Cola

14. McDonald’s

15. Budweiser

NFT  - leading brands using NFTs



NFT - ART
„online art sales was in 2019 4.82 bn 

USD, in 2021 13.5 bn USD mainly 

because of NFT market.“    (FAZ)



The way to get 
started is to quit 
talking and 
begin doing.

USE CASE: NFT ART



NFT Use Case: physical art 

I N F I N E O N /  A DVA N I D E C U S TOME R : S T E B O A RT



Stebo Art - Austria

NFT 

digital 

artwork

physical 
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Secured with
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blockchain



NFT
authenticate and manage art in the blockchain

online galleries and auctions online

combination of physical galleries with NFT





Summary
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